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• Times of Change – The New Rule: “What Rule?”
• Context – Status Quo
• Metaphysics – Undercurrents
• Ultimate Purpose – Maslow’s Human Needs
• Standard Questions Justifying Investments
• Stakeholders & Shareholders
• Example – One Dollar Smartphone & Service Financing
• Example – Mobile Money, Social Funding & Loyalty Currency
• ICT – The New Kings & Queens
• Blockchain – Financing with the future
• Recommendations

We Live In Magical Times



JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon:

“When I go to Silicon Valley…they all want to eat
our lunch. Every single one of them is going to try.”

Whose Lunch Is It?  Is there a rule?



Status Quo of APAC & Global Mobile Internet:

70% of Humanity excluded from mobile Internet

66% of Humanity live on < $5 per day – “impoverished”

They will remain excluded with the current model

32% APAC have mobile Internet.    Empowered.

They cannot afford a smartphone or connectivity.



The Need is for workable finance is absolute

Predicted 3.8 billion by 2020

Majority will be in developing countries and low income markets

If you are living on less than $5 per day which will be spent on
your and your family’s survival, $5 - $15 / month for
broadband connectivity with a $50 smartphone are beyond
your reach.

Over 2.3 billion people currently access mobile broadband
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Joseph Jaworski on Leadership
”Leadership” is about “collectively listening to what
is wanting to emerge in the world and having the

courage to do what is necessary to help it emerge”.

Jorg Hegel, Philosopher
“The history of the world is none other than the

progress of the consciousness of freedom.”

Background / Undercurrents



What ICT is doing & why it must be financed:
Adventures of Square in Flatland

ICT Effect
Liberating
& Realizing
Potential in
Humanity



Is there a bigger picture in developed markets?
Bloomberg – Jobs most at risk from automation

“Liberated
employees”
will become
entrepreneurs
following their
vocation and
needing
innovative
financing



Mobile Internet

Humanity – Our highest potential ecosystem.

Innovative
Investment &
Financing
Mechanisms For
Broadband

Let’s Be Holistic!

Ecosystem
Benefits9th Need



What is the challenge to be solved or market opportunity?

Sample Questions
The process of assessing investment

What is your solution or Value Proposition?

Can you demonstrate customer need?

Are there barriers to entry?

What are the important risks?

What are the key success factors?



People will contribute if given the
opportunity to participate

“The is no better business model
than the rainforest. We need to

adopt a bold and visionary
corporate vision that has at its

heart the interest of the
stakeholders and through them

create value for the shareholders.“

- Tachi Kiuchi, Former CEO of
Mitsubishi.

Social Finance.



Innovative Device Financing

One Dollar Smartphone
Price point of only $1 for 4.6 billion living on < $5 per day

Advertisement revenues support true smartphone cost

Enables new economies that are dormant and informal

Purpose: level the playing field for all people



One Dollar Smartphone Model

Passive Advertising on Smartphone Wallpaper & Screen Lock & Pre-installed
Apps can cover low cost smartphone cost and part of mobile broadband cost.

Governments OrganizationsBusinesses Individuals

Truly Multi-Stakeholder Strategy – Can Only Work If All Work Together



Having your own payment service provides total flexibility.

Google
Wallet
Apple Pay
AliPay
TenPay



JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon:   “When I go to Silicon Valley…they all
want to eat our lunch.”     Why have banks not been as innovative?

Telcos Vs Banks?
Or

Progressive ICT  Vs Outdated Banks?

Wang, an Alibaba Yue Bao fund manager investor:
“Of course, we stop pulling out money and putting them into banks and instead
keep all of our cash flow in Yue Bao. On average, we keep anywhere from
300,000 yuan to 500,000 yuan on Alibaba’s platform, money that we used to
keep in banks.”

Launched June 2013, Yue Bao now has over 554 billion yuan, or $90 billion, in
assets and 81 million investors.  The fastest-growing mutual fund of all time.

WeChat now has a “wealth” section where users can store their savings in a
new monetary fund straight from their smartphones via TenPay, Tencent’s
third-party payment system.



Innovative Mobile Money Financing
Mobile Money enabling Social Funding & Loyalty Funding



Financially empower the masses with opportunities to create
wealth, and they will provide constant crowd financing.

Decentralized
Blockchain

Apps
Development
empowers the

user,
sustains the
developer,

strengthens the
community

Smart Contracts
Family Trusts

Business Agreements
Escrow

Specialized Services

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations
Healthcare

Online Storage
Education

Ownership
Membership

Voting

Healthcare
Online Storage

Education

Empowering people with the future Blockchain Industry



Recommendations
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Be Bold – Financing solutions want to emerge

Thank You

Value the crowd – They can sustain financing
Think laterally – Best solutions are not always obvious

theo@socialeco.world
Protect the idea – It is more valuable than the money


